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Who Is Alfred Nobel?

 nn  This is Alfred Nobel



 -Alfred Nobel Was born in Stockholm on October 21,1833.

 -Alfred Nobel Moved to Russia at the age of 5 because his       

 his father Immanuel Nobel lost his job and needed a new        

 job.   

 -His Mother Andriette Ahlsell was jobless so she started a      

 grocery store to help get money.

 -Alfred Nobel was sent abroad to train chemical 

 engineering, this helped with his career



What was Alfred Nobel?



 -Alfred Nobel was a Chemist and invented Dynimate

 and later on Gelignite 





Gelignite ?



 <- This is Gelignite it might not 

 look Explosive BUT it is

 stronger than Dynamite

 even though it is overshadowed

 by Dynamite  but it is a 

 used item today but it is used rareley







Dynamite ?

 <- This is Dynamite it might not be

 as strong or Explosive as Gelignite but 

it is stil                                                  dont underestimate Dynamite

 because it still has an Explosive 

 passion and it is still used in the mines

 today



The Conclusion 

-Alfred Nobel’s BIGGEST Dicovery was the 

Nobel                                            Nobel prize and it is given to Scientist With 

a big Discovery , they also get a medium sum 

of                                                  of money



BUT 

WAIT

THERES 

MORE!



THE 

QUESTIONS !



NO.1   
 When was Alfred Nobel born and where was he born? 

ANS:____________



NO.2
 How old ws Alfred Nobel When he moved to Russia?

ANS:_________



NO.3
 Why did he move to Russia?

ANS:_________



NO.4
 Why did Alfred Nobel go Abroad?

ANS:__________



NO.5
 What did Alfred want to be when he grew up?

ANS:__________



NO.6
 What did he invent?
(NAME ONE OF THE THREE THINGS I MENTIOND IN THE POWERPOINT)

ANS:____________



NO.7
 Which is stronger Gelignite or Dynamite?

ANS:__________



NO.8
 How do you get the Nobel prize and what do you get 

with it?

ANS:__________


